
Hello and welcome to the FREE Balance Gym Sample Set!!!
Why a FREE Balance Gym Sample Set?!
We know how powerful this material is and want you to experience it first hand.!!
We are very clear after a decade of providing industry leading education, information, and training that 
experiencing things first hand is the fastest way to a paradigm shift, and probably most importantly to you, 
a belief in the results that are possible for you personally.  So, please enjoy this gift, and we invite you to 
experience the results we know are possible through intelligent and targeted brain-based training.!!
Is this “really” Balance Training?!
Absolutely and without reservation, yes.!!
Balance training requires head movement, so in our program you’ll be moving your head. If you read Vital 
Concept #3 in the Balance Gym Manual sample pages (13-14), you will see that what actually challenges 
the inner ear - head movement.  Without head movement, the fluid in the inner doesn’t move to signal 
the brain that you are in motion, so the brain will interpret that you are standing still and so there is no 
activation of or challenge to your balance - no balance skill development.!!
Why is vision so much a part of the Balance Gym drills?!
Balance and Vision are intimately linked neurologically, and therefore linked at this level 
of training.!!
You will hear Dr. Cobb talk about the integration of the “Neural GPS” of the body and how intimately vision 
and balance are connected.  It is no secret that we rely greatly on our vision to keep us upright (just try 
running through your house with your eyes closed…don’t actually do that please, we likely all can attest 
about stubbed toes in the dark without testing it again).  This intimate connection is also true from a 
neurologic/brain perspective not just habitual reliance.  Having said that, you will notice the balance 
progression for testing has you integrating ‘eyes closed’ elements for the very reason that you need to 
isolate the inner ear challenge for complete balance testing and training.!!
What “Stance” should I use to test these Free Sample Drills?!
Begin in an easier position - sitting or standing comfortably and then advance.!!
When you get the full product there is a whole section dedicated to assessing your current balance, which 
is a valuable balance training progression in and of itself.  However, to get started and take these sample 
drills for a test drive, here’s what we suggest.  If you already know you have balance challenges, then 
begin sitting or lying down, otherwise you can begin in a comfortable standing position (with or without a 
wall or chair as an aide). It is advisable to begin easier and advance to more challenging positions based 
on positive results.  There is a stance progression on page 29 and stance legend on page 30 of the 
Balance Gym Manual sample pages for reference.!!
What is a “Balance Reset” and when do I use it?!
Use the Balance Reset liberally as active recovery between drills (or anytime in the day 
to “take the edge off”). !!
The Balance Reset is essentially a brain reset.  It is active recovery between the challenge of the balance 
training drills.  Why would you need recovery from such simple and “small” drills? While the drills are 
deceptively easy in appearance, they are specifically targeted and therefore are more neurally taxing than 
you might expect.  This is also why the results can be so dramatic!  We recommend using the Balance 
Reset anytime to feel like you want or need to, but we have it intermittently throughout the full program to 
not overload your nervous system to allow you to get through more balance training.  We especially 
place/use it after the historically more challenging drills.  It is fine to use it liberally as it is valuable training 
on it’s own!!!!



How do I know if the drills are “working” or not?!
Test/Assess your balance standing on one foot with your eyes open (test both sides), 
and if you are capable, test again with your eyes closed.  Re-assess often to see the 
results of each drill. !!
As a company and community dedicated to hope and results, we are constantly assessing and re-
assessing so both we and our clients know when a drill is appropriate or not.  We don’t have to guess 
about results.  We want the same for you.  So, to test this properly, you will want to assess and re-assess 
yourself to see the changes that occur from this training and know what drills are best for you right now.  
[Quite frankly, all of the the drills in the Balance Gym are drills you ultimately will want to be able to do, but 
there may be a number of them that you may have to work up to being able to do without it being 
interpreted by your brain as a threat.]!!
You can use virtually anything to measure the change, but as this is The Balance Gym, let’s use your 
balance.  :)!!
Wherever you are, stand near a wall so you can be safe, and try and stand on one foot.  The simple idea 
is to see how long you can maintain that position.  Ideally, with your eyes open, you should be able to 
stand there as long as you want to.  Now, that will not be the case for a lot of people, which is why we 
want you to stand near a wall for safety, and also why we felt compelled to make this program.  We know 
balance is trainable, so we want to help people both be safe, but also excel performance wise because of 
their ease of movement. !!
You will want to test this on both sides, and don’t be surprised of you find that one side is more stable 
than the other.  Additionally, if you discover you do fine testing with your eyes open, then test yourself with 
your eyes closed.  This will give you a better comparison for reassessment.  !!
You can re-test/re-assess yourself after each group of drills, but each one of the directions of the drill 
group is actually a different drill to your brain, so if you want to see how each drill affects you, then you 
can do a quick re-assessment after each direction of the drills.  You might be surprised that you assess 
better after doing a drill down, and reassess worse after doing a drill upward.  Welcome to the amazing 
specificity of the brain!  !!
How many drills are in the Balance Gym Sample Set?!
We gave you two drill groups to test “Far Point Gaze Stabilization” and “Near Point 
Gaze Stabilization.”  The video shows four directions for each, but if you are clever and 
look at the manual sample pages you will see that number easily doubles! !!
The two drills we gave you are called Far Point Gaze Stabilization and Near Point Gaze Stabilization.  
However, under each drill we gave you 4 directions to test, so more accurately you have 8 drills total to 
test.  Of those 8 drills, how surprised would you be to discover that all you need do is a 30 second drill to 
improve you balance?!  (And yes, we are aware that on the Balance Gym Manual sample pages 36-39 
you can see there are also 4 diagonal directions to do and test if you want, which is 8 more drills… and 
wait…there are diagonals for the Smooth Pursuits Balance Reset on page 35… yep… you’re welcome ;)!!
Why so much explanation for what seems so simple and straightforward?!
People seem to be motivated to action in the things they understand and know provide 
the results they desire. !!
Again, we know after more than a decade of being educators with industry-leading information and 
training, we know that while it’s said information is power and knowledge is king, in our experience 
understanding is the best connection to retention, inspiration, and motivation.  Without those, behavior or 
habit change is more ‘wish’ than action.  We have provided a good portion of the manual for this 
expressed purpose.  We are dedicated to hope.  We are dedicated to change.  We are passionate about 
sharing the possibilities. !!
Thank you so much for your time and we hope you read the rest of the material 
we provided as well!

Shannon Mauck
Enjoy!
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Hi:  I’m Dr. Eric Cobb, the founder of Z-Health® 

Performance Solutions, LLC and the creator of The 

Balance Gym. We may have already met in one of 

our other training programs, but that in no way 

makes me less excited to share this information 

with you. If you are ready to get rid of one of the 

MAJOR ROADBLOCKS to moving and feeling your best, 

you’re in the right place!

Your Path to World-Class Balance and An Extraordinary Body!

Shannon Mauck
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Why Did We Create This Program?
For the last 30 years of my life I have been on a fascinating journey to discover 
the fastest possible ways to change the human body. Whether trying to help a 
client eliminate their pain, improve their sports technique, strengthen their lifts in 
the gym, or win a world championship – my life represents an ongoing obsession 
with “hacking” the human body’s software most effectively.

That obsession, coupled with a great deal of sifting through scientific research 
and work with over 25,000 individual clients has convinced me that one of the 
largest, yet almost universally ignored, roadblocks to the body of your dreams is 
your balance system.

While everyone “knows” that gravity is the only real constant we face in our lives, 
we virtually never give it any consideration unless we’re falling! However, if you stop 
and think about this idea – that gravity is the single most potent and continuous 
force we face from conception to death - doesn’t it make sense that our bodies are 
specifically designed to allow us to operate in cooperation with it?

The simple fact is that everything about us – from our skeleton, to the way our 
muscles work, to the incredibly intricate design of our balance system – is de-
signed to allow us to move with hyper-efficiency through the world. The problem 
is that our balance system is susceptible to injury and weakness from disuse, bad 
training and poor movement habits. And, even minor alterations in our balance 
capacity can have an enormous body-wide impact causing: 

�h PAIN

�h FATIGUE AND LOW ENERGY LEVELS

�h DECREASED STRENGTH AND COORDINATION

�h POOR FLEXIBILITY

�h VISUAL DISTURBANCES

�h DECLINING SPORTS PERFORMANCE

�h ANXIETY ISSUES (AND MUCH MORE)

Your Path to World-Class Balance and An Extraordinary Body!

Shannon Mauck
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Your balance system impacts every aspect of your life and IMPROVING IT can 
create massive shifts for you in ways you might never imagine.

An Extraordinary Body. Built By You.
It’s time to get started, and you can do it right now! With this program you don’t 
have to go to a gym, buy expensive equipment, or even leave your house or 
workplace to train. All that you have to do is watch the video, follow along with 
the exercises, and reap the benefits.

So, please take action now - get started. I have seen a great many lives  
changed from these simple exercises and I cannot wait to hear YOUR story  
in the near future.

As you progress through this program, I want to wish you the greatest success on 
your journey to building a better, stronger, extraordinary body. Please contact us if 
we can help you along the way.

Dr. Eric Cobb

Shannon Mauck
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INTRODUCTION1
What is The Balance Gym?
The Balance Gym is the most complete set of brain-body exercises available for  
dramatically improving your balance and movement quickly and effectively. As  
devoted neuroscience geeks AND athletes, we’ve weeded through thousands of 
pages of research, combined that with real-world training experiences with tens of 
thousands of clients and athletes worldwide, and boiled it all down into this simple 
follow-along program. The Balance Gym is a vital piece of the total-body pain relief 
and performance training system known around the world as Z-Health.

How Does It Work?
The Balance Gym takes a unique approach to improving your balance and move-
ment in comparison to most training programs. The reason for this is our recognition 
that world-class balance skills require two distinct events to occur: 

�h  Signal Quality – Real world balance skill requires a very precise body-wide  
“symphony” of coordinated neural signals to occur. Signals from your eyes, your  
inner ear and your body’s movement nerve endings all play vital roles in how you  
balance and move. So, to IMPROVE balance, you have to challenge each component 
of the system and make sure that the SIGNAL QUALITY is optimized.

�h  Signal Integration – In addition to having excellent signal quality, we also need 
exceptional signal integration. This is all about how your BRAIN processes the bal-
ance information it’s receiving from the eyes, the inner ear and the body. Ultimately, 
BALANCE LIVES IN THE BRAIN, which means that to train your balance optimally 
requires us to challenge your brain to integrate at the highest level. The WAY WE 
PERFORM the exercises in The Balance Gym is specifically designed to teach your 
brain this vital skill.  

Shannon Mauck
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Introduction

Is it REALLY Possible to Improve My Balance?
I am simply going to answer this question with a loud, authoritative, and  
resounding YES! Science and the experiences of tens of thousands of people around 
the world have demonstrated conclusively that you can improve your balance and reap 
the tremendous benefits! 

What Will I Notice? What Are The Benefits?
Improving your balance is going to have a profound affect on your life. Here’s a short 
list of just some of the things we’ve experienced personally seen in thousands of  
our clients:

Some of these improvements will be noticeable from your VERY FIRST TRAINING  
SESSION. Others will take more time to notice.

Here’s the important point, YOU WILL NOT SEE ANY OF THESE IMPROVEMENTS IF 
YOU AREN’T LOOKING FOR THEM!  Make it a point each and every week to take a 
few minutes and look for the improvements – you’ll see them and noticing them will be 
like rocket fuel for your motivation to continue to train.

�h Vastly Improved Muscle Tone, Movement Skill and Posture.

�h Decreased Daily Muscle Tension and Improved Resistance to Stress.

�h Major Improvements in Strength, Speed, & Mobility/Flexibility.

�h Breakthroughs in Sports Performance.

�h Significant Decreases or Total Elimination of Chronic Joint and Muscle Pain.

�h Improved Visual Skills and Decreased Eye Strain.

�h Massive Improvements in Daily Energy with Decreased Fatigue.

�h Oh, and Better Balance! :)

Shannon Mauck
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2
We realize that you didn’t buy this home training program to wade through a river 
of scientific jargon and concepts. As we like to tell our clients, “That’s ok. That’s our 
job!” We love sifting through all the research to provide you the most effective short-
cuts available to achieving the body you’ve always wanted. So what follows is NOT 
an in-depth textbook on how balance works. Instead, it’s the basic scientific concepts 
that are foundational to this training program in simple, understandable language. 
Please take the time to read this section because even though you may not care 
about the deep science of balance training, you WILL get more out of this program if 
you understand our rationale.

VITAL CONCEPT #1 

Your Neural GPS
To best understand this training program, it is easiest to think about your balance 
system as your “neural GPS.” The GPS unit in your car or on your smart phone does 
several different things:

�h  It tells you where you currently are and what’s around you.

�h  It tells you how to get to where you want to go most efficiently.

�h  It tells you how fast you are moving and when you will reach your destination. 
 
Your balance system does the same things: 

�h  It tells you where you are in space and orients you to your surroundings.

�h  It helps you plan and control your movements to get where you want to go 
 smoothly and efficiently.

�h  It tells you how fast you are moving and when you will reach your destination.

�h  PLUS – It keeps you upright against gravity. What we like to call the SAFETY ELEMENT!

THE SCIENCE 
BEHIND  
THE Balance GYM

Shannon Mauck
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The Science BEHIND THE Balance GYM

To take this comparison one step further, let’s look at how your technological GPS 
works.

When you turn it on, the central processing unit (your phone or the GPS in your car) 
starts looking for satellites. To function properly, your central processing unit needs 
to find and “talk to” at least 3 satellites. Once it is talking to these satellites, it has to 
COMPARE and INTEGRATE the information coming in from all 3 to perform its job 
properly. If you’ve ever been driving through an area and suddenly lost satellite recep-
tion, you know how frustrating it can be when the satellite SIGNAL QUALITY is bad! 
You are cruising along to your destination and suddenly - you’re lost. You slow down, 
pull over, get distracted from the traffic around you, get more tense and frustrated – 
all because you’ve gone from knowing where you and are and where you’re going to 
confused and uncertain.

In your body, it works virtually the same way. We have a central processing unit 
and 3 satellite systems:

To move efficiently, powerfully and gracefully through the world, you need great Signal 
Quality from your satellites and great Signal Integration in your brain. Any time you 
have deficits in any part of your Neural GPS, you will suffer on a physical level - all the 
same things we talked about above in regards to your car. When your balance system 
is compromised, you will be slower, weaker, more tense, anxious, and frustrated. You 
may experience weird, transient pains that come and go. You may experience high lev-
els of fatigue most days for no apparent reason, and the list goes on. Simply put, when 
you have poor Signal Quality or Signal Integration it feels like you are driving through 
life with one foot on the gas and the other on the brake. In fact, many of our clients 
who have trained and improved their balance system will say things like, “Moving 
finally feels like I’ve always imagined it is supposed to feel – smooth and effortless.”

�h Central Processing Unit – Your Brain

�h Satellites

�h Your Visual System

�h Your Inner Ear (aka Vestibular System)

�h Your Movement/Sensory System 
 (aka Proprioceptive System)

“Moving finally feels like 
I’ve always imagined it is 
supposed to feel – smooth and 
effortless.”

Shannon Mauck
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The Science BEHIND THE Balance GYM

�h Moving your eyes when your head is still.

�h Moving your head when your eyes are still.

�h Moving your head and eyes in opposing directions.

If you are interested in knowing more about the physiology behind your balance  
system, we highly recommend that you pick up this book: Balance: In Search of  
the Lost Sense by Scott McCredie.

VITAL CONCEPT #2 

Small Deficits = Huge Problems
One of the most fascinating things about the human balance system is that small  
deficits can create huge problems. We’ve already talked about the fact that your  
balance system is a symphony of different parts – all needing to play in sync. Just  
like one off-key instrument can ruin the work of an entire orchestra, a small deficit  
in Signal Quality or Signal Integration can profoundly disturb how you move, feel  
and perform. 

Anyone who has ever slipped and lost their balance knows that the instinctive  
response is to tighten up your muscles in case you fall. This is not something that  
you have to think about – it happens through a very complicated set of reflexes. In  
other words, it’s a non-conscious response to disruptions in your balance. These  
same reflexes are often triggered in a less dramatic fashion from subtle disruptions 
in our neural GPS. If your brain is getting poor signals or integrating those signals 
incorrectly, it may create reflexive muscle tension that you carry with you 24/7.  
This can result in a host of movement problems and pain over time as this  
unnecessary muscle tension alters how you move – literally with every step you  
take each day.

VITAL CONCEPT #3 

Total Balance Training Based on Neuroscience
Because of the complexity of your balance system, it is essential that any complete 
balance-training program assesses and trains you to improve Signal Quality and Signal 
Integration. What this means is:

�h Balance training MUST challenge your visual system – this means:

Shannon Mauck
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The Science BEHIND THE Balance GYM

�h Moving your head in rotation.

�h Moving your head in a nodding motion.

�h Moving your head in diagonal directions.

�h Challenging your balance progressively from lying or sitting, to  
 standing on two feet, to standing on one foot, to walking and   
 moving.

�h Challenging your balance by progressing your training from eyes open  
 to eyes closed.

�h Performing exercises combining all of the elements above into  
 walking drills.

�h Balance training MUST challenge your inner ear (vestibular system) – this means:

�h Balance training MUST challenge your movement/sensory system (proprioceptive  
     system) – this means:

�h Balance training MUST challenge your brain integration skills – this means:

VITAL CONCEPT #4 

Progression is Key - “Safe But Challenging”
As you work through this program, you will quickly see the logic behind 
it. What we want you to understand is that the key to developing better 
balance is to challenge yourself to be OFF BALANCE! You will hear us say 
often in the video program, “Choose your Safe But Challenging stance.” 
The point here is that over time, you want to gently progress the difficulty 
of the drills you are performing to challenge your brain and body to adapt. 
You want to think of the progressive difficulty of exercises in this program 
like weight training. If you want to get stronger in the gym, eventually you 
need to lift heavier weights. We apply the same rationale to this program. 

Shannon Mauck
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6
“safe but 
challenging” 
progression

THE EXERCISES IN THIS PROGRAM ARE A MENU OF SORTS. 
IN THIS SECTION you will find A LIST OF ALL THE 
EXERCISE COMPONENTS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF EASIEST 
TO HARDEST:

Remember our safety points for all your Balance Training.

�h For all of your balance training, make sure that you are standing close to  
 a wall, counter, or high chair that you can use to catch yourself if you  
 begin to fall.

�h Perform your balance training in an area where there isn’t anything that  
 could injure you if you were to stumble. Make sure that you think about  
 a safe environment for your training.

Enjoy your training and your improved balance!

As with any physical training or educational program, you may find that it is helpful to 
progress or regress the drills to produce the greatest benefit for yourself in practice.  
This chapter seeks to help you understand how these drills can be modified at any 
time to produce a reliable and positive improvement in your training.  You’ll find this 
information most helpful during your first two weeks of training, while you are still 
getting to know the drills.  After that time, you should be familiar enough with the 
drills and the progressions that you can modify for yourself on the fly, based on how 
you are feeling and assessing on a given day.  

The progressions cover different stances and body positions to use during the drills, 
as well as various eye movements and head movements that can be combined with 
any of the drills to make them more challenging.  

Shannon Mauck
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Stance - Body Position/Movement

�h Lying

�h Seated – Holding on to the Chair

�h Seated

�h Standing – Wide Stance

�h Standing – Neutral Stance

�h Standing – Narrow Stance

�h Standing – Split Stance  
 (one foot in front of the other)

�h Standing – Tandem Stance  
 (feet lined up touching heel to toe)

�h Standing Single Leg

�h Walking Forward

�h Walking Backward

HARDER

BALANCE PROGRESSION FORMULA

Here is the formula you can use to create your individual balance progression: 

EASIER

   Stance / Body Position 
+ Head Movement
+ Eye Movement

= Increasing Difficulty

Shannon Mauck
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Eye Movements

Head Movements

Split stance

Neutral stance

Single Leg Stance - Right

Narrow stance Tandem stance

Stances Legend

“safe but challenging” progression

�h Eyes Fixed Straight Ahead

�h Eyes Moving With Head

�h Eyes Moving in Opposition to Head Movement

�h Head Rotations

�h Head Nods

�h Head Nods on Diagonals

HARDER

EASIER

Single Leg Stance - Left

HARDER

EASIER

Shannon Mauck
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8 Balance Reset: 
Smooth Pursuits

Many of the balance drills that you will do in this program can cause a good deal of body tension 
in the beginning stages of training. We do not want this to happen because one of the key  
components of healthy, efficient movement is relaxation. 

After each drill, we want to take the opportunity to “reset” our brain-body communication 
and relax. To do so, we will perform a very simple “smooth pursuit” visual exercise: 

�h Stand in a comfortable, wide stance or sit down.

�h Hold a pen or other visual target at slightly less 
  than arm’s length.

�h While keeping your head still, move the target  
 left and right, following it with your eyes.

�h Perform 5 - 10 repetitions slowly and smoothly.

�h Repeat; moving the target up and down. Perform  
 5 - 10 repetitions.

�h Finish the drill by performing 5 -10 repetitions in 
  two different diagonal directions:

�h Top Right to Bottom Left.

�h Top Left to Bottom Right.

Horizontal

Vertical

Diagonal Top RightDiagonal Top Left

Shannon Mauck
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9 THE DRILLS

Far Point Gaze Stabilization
The first drill in your training series is called Far-Point Gaze Stabilization.  

1. Assume your “Safe But Challenging” position. 

2. Locate a focal point in the distance directly in front of you. It should be at roughly eye level  
 for the initial stages of this drill (Image #1 at right).

3. Perform a head rotation to your left while keeping your eyes on your target (Image #2). 

4. Return your head to midline (do not turn it all the way to the right) and turn left again.

5. Perform 3-5 repetitions between left rotation and neutral at a comfortable speed. 

6. Next, perform the same 3-5 repetitions between right rotation and neutral (Image #3).

7. Follow this with 3-5 repetitions moving from a neutral head position to look up to the ceiling 
 and back to neutral, while keeping your eyes on your target (Image #4).

8. Continue this with 3-5 more repetitions moving from a neutral head position to look down to 
 the floor and back to neutral, while keeping your eyes on your target (Image #5).

9. Now it is time for 3-5 repetitions on 4 different diagonals (each time returning to neutral):
Head up and right (Image #6).

Head up and left (Image #7).

Head down and right (Image #8).

Head down and left (Image #9).

Shannon Mauck
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Far Point Gaze Stabilization

Left Right

Up

Down

Up and Right

Down and Right

Up and Left

Down and Left

Neutral; Focal point in front 

12 3

4

5

6 7

8 9
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Near Point Gaze Stabilization
The second drill in your training series is called Near Point Gaze Stabilization. As you 
might imagine, it is performed exactly like the Far Point Gaze Stabilization drill but  
focusing on a target that is closer to you. While these may “seem” like the same drill,  
they are not. You will likely notice a significant difference in the difficulty during the Near 
Point drilld.

1. Assume your “Safe But Challenging” stance or body position. 

2. Hold a pen or other visual target in front of you at roughly arm’s length. It should be  
 at eye level for the initial stages of this drill.

3. Perform a head rotation to your left while keeping your eyes on your target.

4. Return your head to midline (Do not turn all the way to the right) and  
 turn left again.  Perform 3-5 repetitions at a comfortable speed. 

5. Next, perform 3-5 repetitions, moving between neutral and right rotation.

6. Follow this with 3-5 repetitions moving from a neutral head position to look up to the  
 ceiling, while keeping your eyes on your target. 

7. Continue this with 3-5 more repetitions moving from a neutral head position to look  
 down to the floor, while keeping your eyes on your target.

8. Now it is time for 3-5 repetitions on 4 different diagonals.  Remember to only reset to  
 neutral each time:

Head up and right.

Head down and right.

Head up and left.

Head down and left.

Shannon Mauck
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Right Left

Up and left

Down and left

Up and right Up

DownDown and right

Near Point Gaze Stabilization

Neutral
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Welcome

WHEN YOU’RE 
DONE10

After 10 weeks of work with The Balance Gym we’re  
confident that you’ve noticed some incredible changes.  
be sure to drop us a line with your results at  
support@zhealth.net and share your success!

You May Be Wondering, What Now?
Here’s the great news. Keeping the results you’ve made in your balance skills since starting 
this program takes a lot less time than it took to get them in the first place. At this point, 
here’s our advice: go by feel. You will have developed a strong instinctive understanding 
by now of what better balance feels like AND the drills that most quickly take you there. 
Generally speaking aim for 1-2 training sessions each week. Also, just to keep things fresh, 
figure out ways to make the drills different – both more and less challenging week to week. 
This will keep your brain interested in the process and increase your results. And don’t for-
get the advanced training chart that was included in the package.

The Next Level
As you know by now, The Balance Gym is a small part of the total body pain relief and perfor-
mance training system known as Z-Health. As you’ve begun to master your balance system, 
it’s time to move on in your training. We have two specific follow up programs to The Balance 
Gym that we strongly suggest that you consider next:

�h The Vision Gym.

�h The Strength Gym.

If you are interested in these programs, you can find out more by visiting:

www.thevisiongym.com  
www.thestrengthgym.com

Or by contacting us directly at www.zhealth.net. We look forward to helping you take the 
next steps on your personal journey to improve your health, wellness and life!
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